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Youth & 

Worklife 

I was born on 17 December 1977 in Solingen. When I was 5 years old, the first Dalmatian 

came into our family. My parents wanted a dog as soon as our house was finished. 

Coincidentally, neighbors had taken in a 5

Unfortunately, it did not work with the two existing dogs (German 

and so they asked my parents, if 

white-brown “Greif” (

Dalmatian was born! 

unfortunately died of cancer. Years later, when I turned 18, it was my dearest wish to have a 

Dalmatian again. This dream came true, as on 17.12. 1995 

Falkenburg moved in

able to combine work and dog very well. In 2001, I met my husband Thomas and the desire 

for a second Dalmatian became bigger as our relationship progressed. When I started 

studying as an Online 

puppy and so in July 2004 the bitch Thalcida's Donna Oesella moved in with us.

Family and 

Hobbies 

My husband Thomas and I got married in July 2006. We have no children. My hobbies 

include our Dalmatians, but also photography, traveling and painting.

First dog of my 

own 

Apart from our first dog "Greif" in my childhood, my first own 

Oesel von der Falkenburg", whom we had to put to death in 2009 with a heavy heart at the 

age of 14.5 years. 

Dalmatians In the year 2002 we 

e.V.). With the arrival of our dog Donna, the desire to breed Dalmatians gradually came up. 

In 2009 our first litter was born from Thalcida's Donna

From this litter we have kept our male Antaro, who continues to fill and enrich our lives 

today. 

Dogs at present Today we have 2 Dalmatians: Antaro, born in 2009 and Choise, born in 2013.

Breeding 

activities 

Our kennel was founded in 2008 when we registered the 

have bred only two litters. The A

was successful at shows and is now a German Youth Champion, German Champion and 

German Veteran Champion.

In November 2013, we had to 

foreign body and a multi

Solidifies Certain Choise. Unfortunately, Choise was not able to breed due to ho

disorders, so that the Oesel's B

Amara-P-Torah x Farfalla Uiliam Arthur. Our offspring bitch C.I.B. Oesel's 

is now a multi-champion. She is the tribe bitch of the kennel "Baca

Peter Winterberg and makes us very proud.

Memberships 

in dog clubs 

I’m member of the German Club „CDF 

Functions Over the years I was responsible for numerous Dalmatian 

years I was Regional Director of RV South West in the CDF. Since 2008 I'm the webmaster of 

the CDF website and since 2012 I am the editor of our club magazine "Dalmatiner Journal". 

At the WAFDAL meeting in Prague in May 2015, I wa

new WAFDAL website and I accepted this job.
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I was born on 17 December 1977 in Solingen. When I was 5 years old, the first Dalmatian 

came into our family. My parents wanted a dog as soon as our house was finished. 

Coincidentally, neighbors had taken in a 5-year-old Dalmatian whose owner had died. 

ortunately, it did not work with the two existing dogs (German Shepherd and Rottweiler) 

and so they asked my parents, if they possibly want to take over the Dalmatian. So the 

“Greif” (Griffin) became the first dog in our family and my love for the 

Dalmatian was born! Greif was a special and clever character. He became

unfortunately died of cancer. Years later, when I turned 18, it was my dearest wish to have a 

. This dream came true, as on 17.12. 1995 the liver boy Olly

Falkenburg moved in. I started training as a digital and print media designer and was always 

able to combine work and dog very well. In 2001, I met my husband Thomas and the desire 

for a second Dalmatian became bigger as our relationship progressed. When I started 

nline Editor in 2004, the conditions were perfect for us to take a Dalmatian 

puppy and so in July 2004 the bitch Thalcida's Donna Oesella moved in with us.

My husband Thomas and I got married in July 2006. We have no children. My hobbies 

include our Dalmatians, but also photography, traveling and painting. 

Apart from our first dog "Greif" in my childhood, my first own Dalmatian was the male "Olly

Oesel von der Falkenburg", whom we had to put to death in 2009 with a heavy heart at the 

the year 2002 we got more and more involved in the CDF (Club for Dalmatian Friends 

e.V.). With the arrival of our dog Donna, the desire to breed Dalmatians gradually came up. 

In 2009 our first litter was born from Thalcida's Donna-Oesella x Grower vom Benrader Feld. 

we have kept our male Antaro, who continues to fill and enrich our lives 

Today we have 2 Dalmatians: Antaro, born in 2009 and Choise, born in 2013.

Our kennel was founded in 2008 when we registered the kennel name "Oesel's". So far we 

have bred only two litters. The A-litter was born on 10th September 2009. Our male Antaro 

was successful at shows and is now a German Youth Champion, German Champion and 

German Veteran Champion.  

In November 2013, we had to put to sleep Taro's mother Donna-Oesella due to a depleted 

foreign body and a multi-resistant germ. This year we imported a bitch from Norway 

Certain Choise. Unfortunately, Choise was not able to breed due to ho

disorders, so that the Oesel's B-litter was born in January 2016 from the mating Oesel's 

Torah x Farfalla Uiliam Arthur. Our offspring bitch C.I.B. Oesel's Bezaubernde

champion. She is the tribe bitch of the kennel "Bacardi Feeling" by Lucia and 

Peter Winterberg and makes us very proud. 

m member of the German Club „CDF – Club für Dalmatiner Freunde e.V.

Over the years I was responsible for numerous Dalmatian Shows in our club. For several 

years I was Regional Director of RV South West in the CDF. Since 2008 I'm the webmaster of 

the CDF website and since 2012 I am the editor of our club magazine "Dalmatiner Journal". 

At the WAFDAL meeting in Prague in May 2015, I was then proposed as Webmaster for the 

new WAFDAL website and I accepted this job. 

I was born on 17 December 1977 in Solingen. When I was 5 years old, the first Dalmatian 

came into our family. My parents wanted a dog as soon as our house was finished. 

old Dalmatian whose owner had died. 

hepherd and Rottweiler) 

want to take over the Dalmatian. So the 

became the first dog in our family and my love for the 

became 11.5 years old and 

unfortunately died of cancer. Years later, when I turned 18, it was my dearest wish to have a 

Olly-Oesel von der 

. I started training as a digital and print media designer and was always 

able to combine work and dog very well. In 2001, I met my husband Thomas and the desire 

for a second Dalmatian became bigger as our relationship progressed. When I started 

ditor in 2004, the conditions were perfect for us to take a Dalmatian 

puppy and so in July 2004 the bitch Thalcida's Donna Oesella moved in with us. 

My husband Thomas and I got married in July 2006. We have no children. My hobbies 

Dalmatian was the male "Olly-

Oesel von der Falkenburg", whom we had to put to death in 2009 with a heavy heart at the 

more and more involved in the CDF (Club for Dalmatian Friends 

e.V.). With the arrival of our dog Donna, the desire to breed Dalmatians gradually came up. 

vom Benrader Feld. 

we have kept our male Antaro, who continues to fill and enrich our lives 

Today we have 2 Dalmatians: Antaro, born in 2009 and Choise, born in 2013. 

name "Oesel's". So far we 

litter was born on 10th September 2009. Our male Antaro 

was successful at shows and is now a German Youth Champion, German Champion and 

due to a depleted 

resistant germ. This year we imported a bitch from Norway - our 

Certain Choise. Unfortunately, Choise was not able to breed due to hormonal 

litter was born in January 2016 from the mating Oesel's 

Bezaubernde Berta 

rdi Feeling" by Lucia and 

e.V.“ since 28.04.2002.  

in our club. For several 

years I was Regional Director of RV South West in the CDF. Since 2008 I'm the webmaster of 

the CDF website and since 2012 I am the editor of our club magazine "Dalmatiner Journal". 

s then proposed as Webmaster for the 


